
A Bunch 311 

Chapter 311: this unhealthy trend must not be allowed to grow! 

 

Seer held a meeting in the base. There were two topics for discussion. One was the report on the city’s 

construction plan, and the other was how the New Territories Aristocrat Isabelle would deal with the D 

ball. 

The second was urgent, so it was a priority to discuss it. 

Seer: “According to Rain Girl’s intelligence, Isabelle is the descendant of Alice, one of the Seven Great 

Heroes of the Empire’s Tower of Glory. Alice is most likely undead now, and Isabelle is most likely a 

chess piece supported by her ancestors. Her territory is red dragon city, which is at the throat of the 

empire. It has an extremely high military value in the empire and is quite trusted by the current 

emperor. She is believed to be an important role in both the empire and the undead organization… “…”. 

“Now that such a situation has occurred, what do you think we should do?” 

“Isn’t the base’s space management controlled by the intelligence? Why would such a Thing 

Happen?”The developer called pioneer pushed up his glasses and asked. 

 

“Well…”seer smiled. “The intelligence I bought back then wasn’t very advanced. It’s normal for it to have 

some bugs. This topic isn’t within the scope of today’s discussion…” 

The AI:”…” 

At this moment, what else could it say apart from being speechless? 

“Let the players play it?”One of the developers suggested. 

“The risk is too high…”. The pioneer shook his head first. “The relationship between this character is too 

complicated. It also has to correspond to the upper echelons of the empire, the nobles, the new nobles, 

and the undead forces. Moreover, according to rain girl’s analysis, it’s highly likely that the emperor of 

this country has some sort of relationship or cooperation with the undead forces. Then, does the 

emperor know Isabelle’s true identity ? What’s her place in the dead ? Too little information, too much 

exposure . . .” 

“Why not capture her by force?”Said one of the developers. “Stamp her as a slave and force her to work 

for us?” 

“No…”seer shook his head. “If it was someone else who could do it this way, this character can’t…” 

“Why?”The player asked curiously. 

Seer: “The slave mark originated from a restriction created by a high-level necromancer, but this thing is 

only useful to the living. What if the other party directly turned Isabelle into a dead person in order to 

obtain our information?” 

Everyone:”…” 



Seer: “We don’t know Isabelle’s value. If the other party thinks that our information is more important 

than Isabelle’s life, then our existence will be completely exposed to the undead forces. This will be 

extremely disadvantageous for our next plan.” 

“Well…”the developers looked at each other and didn’t pay attention for a moment. 

“Well… . Seer sighed. “Release a new mission. Let Pu Yunchuan keep an eye on that guy for the time 

being. Don’t cause any trouble. Remind the other players in the empire to pay attention to their 

surroundings when they log off. Don’t let the same thing happen again, especially ai… Xi Ye said faintly, 

“Please don’t make any more bugs like this…”. “…” 

Ai: “Yes…” 

“Next, let’s move on to the next topic…”Xi ye sighed. “That… right, many elites can’t defeat a few eggs. 

Tell me about the city plan…” 

“Yes!”The developer who was in charge of the city construction said excitedly, “Our base is located in 

the northern hemisphere’s plains. As the terrain is a low plain filled with lava, we need a lot of man-

made materials to build a solid foundation. The amount of work is huge. We suggest that we build a 

separate project, which is the same type as the elevated road section, and contract it to the players with 

the points reward system. Moreover, as the foundation project is a one-time project, there is no 

elevated road toll attribute, so we suggest that we increase the early-stage points reward…”. “…” 

Seer curled his lips and weakly retorted, “Can’t we just contract the various sub-projects and let the 

players deal with it themselves?” 

“If we scatter them, the quality of the projects will be uneven and the overall quality of the projects will 

be affected…”. “…”. Especially in Elven cities that used high-end Jade Stones, the foundation of the 

projects had to be built firmly. Otherwise, the appearance of deformation would affect the beauty of the 

projects… “…”the players argued. “…”. 

“Alright then…”seer sighed slightly. The wool came from the sheep. If he released the points, he would 

always have a way to retrieve them… “…”. 

Seeing that the first suggestion was approved.., the players quickly continued, “Next is the Water 

Conservancy project. In order to save costs, we plan to directly use the dried riverbeds on Mars. After 

the water on Mars evaporated, these riverbeds have not disappeared due to the fusion of the terrain for 

so many years. This means that they are very stable and have direct use value.” 

“Mm…”Xi ye nodded. His face looked much better. He liked this kind of cost-saving report. 

“But according to my investigation, there are thousands of riverbeds, ranging from hundreds of 

kilometers to more than 1,000 kilometers in length. They are all connected. As Mars has not undergone 

major modifications, I suggest that the river channels in the city should be rerouted. I have already 

planned to change the design of the river channels far away from the industrial area. It is a very large 

hydraulic project, but the project is relatively large, so I suggest that it be listed separately. Moreover, 

there is not much profit in the later stages of this kind of project, and it will require a lot of funds for 

maintenance. I suggest that the player contract be contracted by the public for the later stages of the 

project, and the price of the player contract be raised…”. “…” 



Seer:”…” 

“Ai… Filter the base’s surveillance for me and see if this guy secretly agreed to profit from the current 

player. I want to punish him…”seer muttered to himself. 

Ai: “His suggestion is very reasonable. Why is the lord so suspicious?” 

Seer: “Bullsh * t, he’s just thinking of ways to cheat me of my money. This kind of evil trend that benefits 

the players must be suppressed. We must not encourage it. Quickly find evidence for me…” 

AI:”…” 

—————- 

“Is grey egg here?”In the underground base, the little fairy slowly walked in and shouted at the people 

who were working. 

“Hey, Hey, master, Grayegg is here…”in the corner, Grayegg, who was promoting the Empire’s glory 

system, immediately ran over when he heard her. “Master, what orders do you have?” 

“Then…”the little fairy handed over a list of names. “You take these people and meet them outside the 

base later!” 

Grayegg was stunned. He took the list, took a look, and then his whole body trembled… … 

Because the people on the list seemed to have been convinced by him. They were the people who used 

to show off with him… 

Immediately, Graydan lowered his head guiltily and said, “Master… Master… are you going to…” 

“Don’t be nervous, this is a good thing…”the little fairy grinned and said, “Because you do things well, 

your character is good, and your execution rate is high, I have decided to recommend you to Lord Lu 

Xiaowei as the foreman!” 

“Sir… sir… I want to continue to follow you…”Graydan, who had been having a smooth ride in the base 

these past few days, hurriedly knelt down and said. 

“I can’t bear to part with you…”. The little fairy showed a regretful expression. “But that Sir does lack an 

outstanding talent like you, so I can only bear the pain and give up my love. who asked that Sir to have a 

higher status than me now?” …” 

Grey Egg’s eyes lit up when he heard this, however, he still kowtowed and cried. “But I can’t bear to part 

with you, Lord. You’re really good to me… I’ve never been treated so well by a noble lord in my entire 

life…” 

You’re so good to you, yet you’re still secretly inciting your own kind? The little fairy laughed coldly in 

her heart. If it wasn’t for the fact that the current market for engineering soldiers was too good and she 

couldn’t bear to waste it, she would have long thrown this guy in front of her into the septic tank. 

“Don’t act like a little girl…”the little fairy said casually, “When you get there, remember not to 

embarrass me and work hard for that Lord. Alright… Go and order some people…” 



“SOB, sob, sob, I won’t forget your kindness, Lord!”Grey egg cried and kept kowtowing. Only after the 

little fairy left did he slowly get up from the ground and sneered. 

Holding the name list, he walked to the front of the crowd proudly. “Do you see that? Can they see that 

you are working hard for these stupid big men?” 

Chapter 312: “This… Is This a dream?”? 

 

Many of the engineering soldiers’faces turned as ugly as charcoal when they saw this. A small number of 

the engineering soldiers were like grey egg as they laughed complacently. 

To be honest, they were more grateful for the treatment they received today. In these days with food 

and clothing and a promising future, although the lord in charge of managing them looked fierce, he was 

much gentler than many noble lords. 

After a long time, they could feel that this big guy was a kind grandfather. 

Therefore, they worked hard and sincerely. They wanted to give something back, but at the same time, 

they also wanted to fight for a future for themselves. 

 

However, the reality was really cruel. First, Zach, who worked the hardest, was framed, and then this 

group of villains got their way! 

Could it be that this world really couldn’t tolerate people like them who were honest and down-to-

earth? 

“Let’s go, we’re going to seek refuge with our new Grandpa!”Gray egg gathered the names in his hands 

and said. 

The people who usually hung out with gray egg immediately started to jeer with pride. 

Looking at Gray Egg who was arrogantly leading a group of people to a higher place, the big guy who had 

the best relationship with Zach suddenly said in a deep voice, “It’s so easy to call him ‘New Grandpa’. 

Aren’t you supposed to be loyal to the Empire?” 

Hearing that, grey egg jumped up as if his tail had been stepped on, then he said fiercely, “What do you 

know? The higher you climb here, the greater your contribution to the Empire will be in the future. 

People like you who have been slaves for your whole life will always be slaves to the empire and here! !” 

The Big Guy was instantly speechless. He was not a good talker, so how could he beat Grey Egg who had 

a glib tongue? 

Watching Gray Egg and his group leave triumphantly, a strange fire burned in everyone’s hearts… 

They naturally did not believe that gray egg would really contribute anything to the empire. Such a 

villain would definitely not hesitate to say that he would climb to the top for the empire. One day, he 

would really have the ability to do so.., he was probably the one who trampled on the empire the most. 



What they cared about was gray egg’s last sentence. Perhaps an honest person like them was most 

suitable to be a slave for the rest of their lives? 

At the thought of this, they looked at the tools in their hands and suddenly felt a little bored. 

However, not long after gray egg left, an unexpected person appeared! 

“Zach?”Everyone was stunned, especially the big guy. He stuttered, “Didn’t… didn’t you… Get sent by 

the master to mine?” 

“No…”. Zach touched his head and smiled. “I went to do an engineering project with Jack and the others. 

I tell you, that project is very interesting and beautiful. I’ll take you to see it one day.” “…”. “You guys 

have to keep working hard too. Jack and I have already confirmed that we can own a house in this city 

through that project.” “…”. “…” 

“What? But… but grey egg said that you guys…”the big guy said in disbelief. 

“Grey Egg?”Zach curled his lips. “Grandpa actually knows what he did. He won’t have a good ending…” 

The group of People’s hearts skipped a beat. Just as they were about to ask more questions, they heard 

a familiar shout. It was the voice of their Grandpa’s little fairy. 

“Put your hands down. Gather around. I have something to announce!” 

The group of people immediately put down their tools and gathered together nervously. Zach’s 

appearance and his words raised a glimmer of hope in their hearts… 

“The specific branch of the city project has been assigned!”Seeing that the workers had gathered 

together.., the little fairy cleared her throat and said, “We are mainly taking on three projects, namely 

the entertainment district in the East City area, the more than 30 residential districts in the East City 

area, and the residential business street. After that, we still have to play with the others… “… the other 

grandfathers will work together to participate in the City Water Conservancy project. I will assign them 

here.” “… “…” 

As she spoke, she gently pointed, a huge virtual screen appeared in mid-air. “Based on my observations 

over the past few days, I can roughly see the difference in your craftsmanship. With Zach as the leader 

and with a talent in design, he will be in charge of the styling design of the entertainment district. The 

people with the best craftsmanship will participate in the industrial construction of the entertainment 

district and strive to create the most unique entertainment district. The detailed list of the people is as 

follows…”. “…”. “…” 

“With Jack as the leader, a group of less skilled craftsmen will be responsible for the construction of 

residential areas and commercial streets. The specific distribution is as follows…” 

“Finally…”the little fairy looked at the largest number of people, the group of people who did not have 

names on the previous two lists said faintly, “After two months of observation, your aptitude in the 

handicraft industry is not very good. be it design, stonemasons, carpentry, and other results, they are all 

considered to be below average…”. “…”. “…” 

The group of people lowered their heads dejectedly when they heard that. In fact, they were all very 

hardworking. However, when they were in the engineering camp, they were used to doing heavy work. 



Their hands were not as flexible as their companions, and they did not have the aptitude or interest in 

this aspect. These few days, they were completely relying on their tenacity to learn… “…”. 

However, things like handicraft did indeed depend on one’s talent… … 

“Your job will be the Water Conservancy project in the future…”the little fairy said in a clear voice, “You 

guys have done military defense before, so I believe that many things will be easy to learn. The work 

there isn’t difficult, it’s just a little tiring…” 

Hearing that, the group of people lowered their heads. They weren’t afraid of tiring, but from the 

distribution, they knew that they should be the ones with the least prospects. Although they also knew 

that it was their own problem, it more or less affected their morale. 

“However, although your talent in this area is not good, I have seen your hard work these days. 

Therefore, after the completion of this project, not only will you get a residence like them, you will also 

have a chance to train them!” 

“A chance to train them?”The group of people who had a gloomy expression suddenly felt their hearts 

skip a beat when they heard that. They all raised their heads, and their breathing became rapid… … 

“After observing for the past few days, your talent in handicraft is indeed mediocre. It’s obviously not 

worth wasting time on this. However, just because your talent in handicraft is mediocre doesn’t mean 

that your other talents aren’t good as well…”. “…”the little fairy recalled what her father taught her 

yesterday, she said word by word, “After this project, the Lord will open up the education of the basic 

academy. This fairy will provide you with an opportunity to study. The school will conduct a 

comprehensive basic training for you, including language, arithmetic, music, swordsmanship, combat, 

and so on…”. “…” 

“This…”everyone looked at each other and suddenly had an incredulous look on their faces. Wasn’t this 

kind of education only available to the children of nobles? 

The little fairy looked at the shocked and surprised faces of everyone, satisfied, she said, “After the basic 

education, you will be divided into the things you are good at according to your talent. Those who are 

good at arithmetic and management can become an accountant in the future, those who are good at 

law can become judicial officers, those who are good at swordsmanship, and those who are good at 

combat can also walk the path of a warrior in the future…”. “…” 

“Is… is this true?”When the group of people heard the other party’s description, their faces were full of 

shock, and at the same time, an indescribable joy surged into their hearts. 

I… … People like us… ? … can also get that kind of education like nobles? Have the opportunity to 

become a knight or a judge’s grandfather in the future? 

Is this true? Is this a dream? 

Many engineers felt like they were in a dream. It felt so unreal… … 

Chapter 313: looking forward to the future… 

 



At night, all the engineering soldiers were so excited that they couldn’t fall asleep. They discussed at 

their resting place until the wee hours of the morning, but they were still energetic and didn’t fall asleep 

at all… 

Due to the large number of engineering soldiers under the Little Fairy’s banner, their resting places were 

arranged in the underground base. Everyone was close to each other, and the topic of discussion was 

looking forward to the future… … 

When the young man who looked like a human told them that he would be a part of the new city, they 

had also discussed it excitedly like this, unfortunately, at that time, Gray Egg’s bird droppings kept 

mocking them and dampening their enthusiasm, causing the warm atmosphere that night to be doused 

with cold water. 

But today, that annoying bird droppings had finally disappeared! 

 

And most importantly, today, their master showed them that their future was even more perfect than 

the last time, and it also made them look forward to it even more… 

“Hey Paulan, what do you think I will become in the future?”A rather skinny yo-yo black young man 

asked. 

“How would I know?”The one called Paulan was a rather fat big man, about 1.8 meters tall, and it was a 

visible contrast to the black young man. 

He looked at his expectant companion and asked curiously, “What do you want to be?” 

“Me? Actually, I’ve wanted to be a decent judicial grandfather for a long time…”the black young man 

said excitedly, “Be it a prosecutor in a lawsuit or a judge in a case, I feel very respected…” 

“Judicial grandfather?”The Fat Man frowned when he heard that. Most poor people seemed to think 

that being a judicial grandfather was a dignified and decent job, but he knew that among the nobles.., 

learning the judiciary was actually a difficult and unrewarding task. 

In the Empire, education had always been the privilege of the nobles. However, the children of the 

nobles were also divided into three, six, and nine grades. After a certain age, the grandfather of a noble 

in a territory would usually choose an heir to inherit the title of nobility, and this person naturally 

learned all kinds of things that a lord should learn. 

The rest of the brothers learned some other useful knowledge according to their own circumstances to 

assist their family’s future leader! 

Unlike illegitimate children, the direct descendants could choose many paths in the future. Among them, 

there were those who learned martial arts to lead the family, those who learned finance to manage the 

family’s tax and business, and if it was a mage family.., they would also consecrate the most talented 

children to go to the arcane tower for further training and become the family’s guardian Mage. 

Of course, this useful knowledge included the judicial system, but it was not a very practical position for 

the nobles. After all, in the noble society, the judicial system was only targeted at civilians, and the real 



power was not big, at least in the noble circle, the real power was average, but it gave people a feeling 

of dignity among the civilians. 

Moreover, the judicial system was very difficult. As the family’s judicial administrator, he had to deal 

with all kinds of disputes between wealthy businessmen. His level naturally could not be bad, and it was 

easy to offend people. It was a thankless job that everyone in the noble circle knew. 

One had to ask how Paulan knew all this. This was related to the environment in which he was born. His 

father was a second-class servant of a small town’s noble family. He had been a servant for generations. 

When he was young, he often heard his father discuss this, naturally, he knew more. 

However, it was a pity that he was not the first child to be born in the family. The only recommended 

servant position in the family was snatched away by his brother, he could not stay in the noble family 

and live a comfortable life like his father, who could live a full and warm life just by doing odd jobs. In 

the end, he chose to join the army. 

Paulan frowned and was about to use his knowledge to persuade the other party. However, when he 

turned around and saw the other party’s energetic expression, Paulan was immediately stunned. In the 

end, he did not say anything. 

Why would she pour cold water on him if he had such expectations. Moreover, the low status of a 

judicial grandfather was against the nobles. For commoners like them, it was already a very decent job… 

“Oh, right, Paulan, what do you want to be in the future?”The young man suddenly asked. 

Paulan was stunned. After a moment of silence, she suddenly said, “I want to be a mage grandfather…” 

“Ah?”The black young man was stunned for a moment. Then, he said in a daze, “You have such a big 

heart, Paolan…” 

Although master said that based on your talent, you could become anyone, but a high-end job like being 

a mage..? Wasn’t it a little too dreamy? 

“Isn’t it… “…”. “Hahahaha!”Paolan scratched her head and laughed embarrassedly. “Actually, my idea is 

that since there’s a chance, I’ll fight for the best. Of course, I probably won’t be able to achieve it, but I 

still have to have a thought, right? If it doesn’t work out, I’ll look at other things. It’s best not to become 

a coolie…”. “…” 

“That’s true…”the black guy laughed. 

At this moment, there were many engineers who were discussing the future like the two of them. They 

were all very eager. Some wanted to become financial officers, some wanted to become scholars, and 

some wanted to become knights. All of them felt that this was the beginning of their new lives… 

Zach lay in a corner and listened to his companions talk about the bright future with great interest. 

When he was in the military camp, he liked to listen to the old engineers who were about to retire 

discuss how to live after retirement. This kind of discussion about the bright future was the most 

interesting topic for him when he was chatting… 

Because life was too hard, it was always tempting to talk about the sweet things. 



“Hey Zach…”. The Big Guy who was sleeping next to Zach suddenly said, “Don’t you think that we who 

have talent in craftsmanship are at a disadvantage ? Look at the discussions around us. They either want 

to be scholars or financial officials … Relatively speaking, it seems that we can only be carved stone 

slabs…”. .. 

“What’s wrong with that?”Zach smiled and said, “The world can’t be full of mages or financial officials, 

right? “And our craft isn’t bad either. Master told me that our craft will be richly rewarded in the future. 

The better the craft, the higher the reward. In the future, there will be a place for us in this city…”. “…” 

After a pause, he said, “Moreover, to be able to do what you like and get paid for what you like, isn’t 

that the happiest thing in life?” 

“You… are really…”the big guy shook his head with a smile, zach was always easy to satisfy, but that was 

fine too. Regardless of whether or not the craftsmen would be treated as well as their master said, at 

least they had a guarantee, those who wanted to study again had the risk of becoming coolies. 

Just as Zach said, they had at least confirmed that they could have a foothold in this newly built city in 

the future. 

I’m really looking forward to it… the future! The Big Guy muttered to himself. 

—— 

“What a positive atmosphere…”at this time, the little fairy in the dog egg farm was watching the 

engineers talking about the future through the smart video, the little fairy smiled and said, “Father Dog 

Egg is really a smart uncle… well… in that case, I’ll go to his house to take care of the business today!” 

Thinking of this, the little fairy licked her lips and looked at the brightly lit farm in the distance with a 

greedy look on her face. 

Chapter 314: respective situation… 

 

“Aiyo, the little landlord is here? Hurry up, there’s only one table left for Goudan and the others. There’s 

a place for you in the innermost area…”dog dad waved at the little fairy who had just arrived. 

“Hey, Alright, Alright!”The Little Fairy’s eyes lit up, and she hurriedly quickened her pace and slipped 

into the innermost area. 

At this moment, there were dozens of grills on the grills outside of the dog egg farm, and groups of 

players were gathered together. All of them were staring at the ingredients on the grills with a look of 

anticipation… … 

After the little fairy entered the farm, she soon saw the table of dog eggs that dog father had 

mentioned, so she quickly went up to it. At this time, besides Wang Goudan, there was also her brother, 

Wang Chengbo, at the table, yun Ji Mu, director Zhang, and Li Goudan, who was usually inseparable 

from Wang Goudan. 

 



Just like the players outside, the people at this table were also looking at the ingredients on the grill with 

anticipation on their faces. They looked like they were drooling. 

This appearance made the little fairy understand very well. The ingredients for the barbecue here were 

all the freshest high-quality agricultural products from Wang Goudan’s farm. The meat steak was fresh 

meat from the star rhinoceroses that were raised in cold star ranch, not only were the ingredients fresh, 

but they were all high-quality products that they had never eaten before. Their life levels were all 

different, and the taste was even worlds apart compared to the ingredients on D ball. 

Even if there was no special cooking method, just the original taste of the barbecue was extremely 

delicious… 

This also caused the atmosphere outside the dog egg farm to be extremely lively these few days… 

However, among everyone, dog egg’s expression was a little more complicated. He was drooling over 

the food, but most of them had a pitiful look of heartache… … 

“What’s Wrong?”The little fairy sat down and looked at dog egg with concern. 

“The farm is going to be eaten up… Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu…”dog egg bit the thorn melon with tears in 

his eyes. His appearance as if he was going to eat back what he had earned made the people around him 

unable to help but laugh. 

But when it comes to losing money, the fairy is a little curious… . . 

In the past few days since dad came, after he saw the dog egg farm, for some reason, he started the 

buffet business. With ready-made agricultural products, plus the cold star would occasionally bring a 

rhinoceros to process it, as a result, a large number of players gather here every night for a barbecue. 

Dog Dad’s price was set at 20 points per meal. Although the price did not seem low, it was actually not 

worth it. This was because the goods from the base were too gluttonous, especially the Green Titan. 

After spending 20 points, they could eat for an entire night… 

Although she did not specifically calculate the cost, the little fairy felt that it was definitely a loss… 

However, the price of 20 points was the limit of most players. After all, many players could only move 

bricks for 20 points a day… 

Therefore, there was no buffet business in the current player market, and she didn’t know why dog dad 

was still persisting… 

Looking at dog egg’s pitiful look, the little fairy wanted to laugh, but she was also puzzled. From the idea 

that dog dad gave her, she should be a smart person. 

“Okay, okay, the people outside are all full. I’ll come and roast the steak for you…”while she was 

thinking, dog dad walked over with a big plate of steak. 

“Full? Then we won’t serve any new people?”Yunji mu asked curiously since it was her first time here. 

“Just set up these forty tables. We can’t afford to lose any more…”doggie waved his hand, and the fresh 

steak was quickly put on the grill. 



The tender gravy instantly appeared under the intense fire, and the aroma made the people at the table 

lick their lips involuntarily. 

“HMPH, you still know that you’re losing money! !”Goudan had a crying expression on his face. “Dad, 

don’t open it. Your Daughter’s farm still owes so many loans…” 

When he found out that this was the real world, Goudan’s pressure on the loans became even greater. It 

was obvious that he couldn’t F * cking avoid it… … 

“Looking at you…”Goudan’s father pinched Goudan’s round face in amusement and immediately said, 

“Other than giving birth to the two of you in my life, when have I ever made a loss-making deal?” 

“Why? Does Uncle Wang’s self-service store have an explanation?”Li Goudan asked curiously. 

“Of course there’s an explanation…”. The dog father said in a low voice as he roasted the steak, “Firstly, 

to observe the taste preferences of the players. Didn’t Xiaojia book several farms ? It’s too risky to plant 

all the taro to make it fragrant. Although the taste of that thing is okay, it’s not certain whether it will 

become the mainstream in the future ? Through the buffet mode, I can observe which ingredients will 

be more popular … … these few days, I can see that other than taro and raw fragrance, tubers, 

Rehmannia, dragon potato, and fat crystal fruit are especially popular. I can also see the fruits and 

vegetables that are more popular … .. 

“Just for testing?”The little fairy was stunned. “Isn’t the cost a little high?” 

“Of course it’s more than that…”. “This is to make a name for myself. After the city is developed, I’ll go 

to the commercial street of the little landlord to rent more than ten storefronts for food and drinks. The 

raw agricultural land will directly supply the food. Isn’t this more profitable than selling pure agricultural 

products?” 

“Eh, is that so?”Hearing this, Little Eggface barely managed to stop his crying expression and asked 

weakly. 

“Sure…”Li Goudan smiled. “Uncle Wang is quite good at business…” 

“Eh, Small Business…”dog father smiled. “This new city has great business opportunities, but a 

commoner like me can only think of so much… but Jiayi, you’re from a big family, don’t you have any 

ideas?” 

“Yes…”Li Goudan shook his head, picked up a piece of red crystal fruit, took a bite, and said with a smile, 

“You guys plant more good things. Wait until I go to the western islands to help you look at the Market!” 

“That’s a good relationship…”the dog father immediately beamed with joy. 

Director Zhang looked at Li Goudan curiously and said, “In the intelligence report, the No. 1 member of 

the Dragon Group, the doll of the Li family, is that you?” 

“Yes…”Li Goudan raised his chin, obviously, he was very proud of himself as No. 1, but then he looked at 

Wang Goudan and said, “Goudan, if you’re free recently, you should also take on the missions of the 

Dragon Group. There are points awarded, and you can also help me.” 

“What favor?”Wang Goudan was stunned. 



“I want to go home… but I don’t have anyone to replace me…” 

“The Li family’s matter?”Gouda immediately frowned and said, “Girl, I’ve heard a little about you. Is that 

what you think?” 

“I…”. … Don’t have any big thoughts … “…”Li Goudan smiled and said, “I mainly look at Mom’s…”. “… “If 

she wants to be a rich lady, I’ll help the Li family. If she’s heartbroken, I’ll bring her here to experience 

the life here with me… “…” 

“Then… What does your mom think?”Wang Goudan asked curiously. 

“I feel very conflicted from the phone call… “…”Li Goudan sighed and said, “After the Li family knew my 

value, they treated mom with a completely different attitude. They fawned over her every day. Even her 

grandfather, who never liked her, came to her house repeatedly to persuade her. My mom is that 

person … … actually, she is a soft-hearted person … … So this time, when I return, I want to ask her what 

she really wants. I don’t want her to make the wrong choice just because she is soft-hearted … …” 

Everyone was silent when they heard this. They really didn’t know how to intervene in such family 

matters. They couldn’t possibly incite Li Goudan to go against the Li family, right? 

Moreover, the other party’s choice wasn’t wrong. This kind of filial daughter’s choice was entirely 

dependent on their own mother, so no one could find fault with it. 

“Is Basen Fun?”Wang Goudan suddenly asked. 

Li Goudan was stunned. He blankly glanced at Wang Goudan, and Dogdad also slightly frowned. He 

actually didn’t want his daughter to waste time in D ball. The future market was here, and this was 

definitely a matter of certainty. Wasting too much time in D Ball was not worth it… 

“It’s fun. Let me tell you, I treat you like a god…”Li Goudan obviously didn’t expect the other party to 

agree so quickly. After being stunned for a while, his face lit up, and he quickly started chattering about 

the benefits of basen. 

His father sighed slightly at the side, but he didn’t say anything. What could he say if his daughter 

wanted to be loyal? After all, in this world, one couldn’t always think of benefits, right? 

“Oh right, how are you two doing?”Father Dog turned to look at his son. 

Wang Chengbo and Yunji Mu were stunned when they heard that. Wang Chengbo quickly said, “Father… 

it’s easy for people to misunderstand when you talk like that…” 

Misunderstand My A * S… ? Father Dog secretly pursed his lips. After Yunji Mu chose a dark descendant, 

he chose a star spirit. who couldn’t tell what he was planning? 

Yunji mu smiled gently and said, “The two of us have been familiarizing ourselves with our bloodlines for 

the past few days. However, there are no qi cultivation instructors in the base. However, the Liege has 

arranged for the Beast Clan’s sword Saint Elder from the New World to teach us the breathing 

technique…”. “…” 

When Wang Chengbo heard the other party use the words ‘the two of us’, his heart warmed. Then, he 

lowered his head and giggled. When he saw his son’s appearance, dog father sighed slightly. Although it 



seemed that Yunji MU was much better than that woman, Wang Xiaoqian, he still didn’t approve of his 

son being so generous… 

One had to know that there was only a fine line between being infatuated and licking a dog… … 

However, seeing that his son seemed to be enjoying himself, the dog father didn’t say anything. In the 

end, he didn’t want to continue looking at this pair of silly girls, then, he turned to look at the little fairy 

and asked, “Hey, little landlord, did anything interesting happen recently?” 

“Yes, yes, yes!”The little fairy was suddenly excited. “I heard that someone accidentally brought an NPC 

to the D ball while he was on a mission in the New World…” 

“Oh?”Hearing that, everyone immediately became excited. They hurriedly said, “Tell me, what’s the 

situation?” 

Chapter 315: Isabelle (I) 

 

“No News at all? The mark has completely disappeared?”In a cool underground palace, the green 

candlelight lit up a strange light. Alice took off her hood, revealing a head of white hair and a pale face 

that was half-kneeling on the ground. 

The underground palace was quite magnificent. The space was 20 meters tall, making people feel small 

when they raised their heads. However, there was only a stone pillar in the middle of such a spacious 

hall, it could be said that the design was very bold. 

In the center of the Grand Palace, a little boy with silver hair and green eyes sat on a throne that 

seemed to be carved out of ice. He seemed to be only about 10 years old, but his voice carried the 

vicissitudes of countless years… … 

“Yes…”Alice, who was kneeling on the ground, lowered her head and said, “From the moment Isabelle 

stepped in, the mark you gave disappeared… as if it was cut off!” 

 

“Oh?”The boy turned his head slightly and looked at an old man in a gray robe on the left. He smiled and 

said, “KGASU, didn’t you say that the curse mark that you made couldn’t escape your mind control even 

if you crossed the Western Ocean?” 

The gray-robed man immediately lowered his head and said in fear, “I was too careless…” 

KGASU. If anyone heard this name, they would not believe it when they saw the old man’s appearance. 

He was once the first guardian of the Tower of mystery, the first legendary great wizard who built the 

Wizard Tower: kgasu.., the person whom the Mage Association respected the most was also in shadow 

stream. 

Not only him, but the two rows of people standing next to him were all famous figures in the history of 

this continent, the hero of the Steel Arms Empire, the tribal chief of the legendary Orc tribe, and the 

famous legendary mage in the history of the Western Islands. These figures had once reached the 



pinnacle of their personal strength and reputation, however, all of them had already become the 

subordinates of Shadow Stream. 

“What’s the specific situation?”The boy asked in a deep voice. 

“Space!”KAGASSU lowered his head and said with certainty, “It’s the distance of space… I’m very sure 

that my imprint hasn’t disappeared, but the space is too far away and has already surpassed my casting 

distance…” 

“Farther than the Western Isles?”The boy frowned. 

“I’m afraid so…”Kachasu said in a low voice. 

“Is there such a place?”Alice frowned. 

“Yes!”The boy suddenly said, “Above the Stars!” 

“What? ?”The surrounding undead were stunned. One of the fat men said in a daze, “The… Sky? Could it 

be the gods that the church mentioned?” 

“Gods?”The boy said faintly, “Maybe it’s more troublesome than Gods…” 

After a pause, he continued, “The plan of the Immortal Empire has reached a critical stage. At this time, 

we can’t be obstructed by anything…”. He looked at Alice. “I have a way for you to contact that junior of 

yours, but.. … There will be some risks!” 

“I’m willing to serve the King!”Alice lowered her head and said. 

“I won’t let you take risks for nothing…”the boy smiled and looked at Alice. “As long as you bring the 

information back safely, I promise that you will have a seat on the throne of the Immortal Palace…” 

“I won’t let you down!”Alice’s eyes flashed with a hint of ecstasy as she bowed and kowtowed. 

———— 

“Hey, Qingfang, what’s going on between your son and that foreign girl?”In a mahjong club, Aunt Pu 

Yunchuan asked as she touched the cards. “Little Chuan has a foreign girl, and everyone in the family is 

curious…” 

“What’s there to be curious about?”Pu Yunchuan’s mother rolled her eyes proudly. “It’s just that the girl 

is pretty. In the past, when the younger generation was looking for a wife, they weren’t as enthusiastic 

as they were. This bunch of old fogies…” 

Ever since Isabelle took the initiative to bring Pu Yunchuan back to his room that day, the group of old 

fogies had been spreading the rumor that Pu Yunchuan had picked up a foreign girl. She was very 

handsome, even better looking than the models in the movies… … These few days, Pu Yunchuan’s 

mother was so proud of herself… 

“Hey, by the way, what’s going on?”His aunt asked curiously. 



“Nothing much…”. Pu Yunchuan’s mother pretended to be calm as she said, “Actually, that Brat got to 

know a netizen and tricked him to come over from abroad to look for him. He even hid it from me. 

Didn’t he ask him to go on a blind date that day “? That girl followed him secretly from behind “…”. “…” 

“Oh, that sounds promising…”his aunt smiled and said, “Then where is that girl staying now?” 

“Tsk… she came from afar, so Chuan Zi naturally has to entertain her. It’s impossible for her to stay in a 

hotel alone…” 

“Hehe…”his aunt immediately smiled and said, “You mean they’re staying together?” 

“What are you thinking? Sleeping separately… I don’t want a daughter-in-law who’s Too Open…” 

“Yo yo yo… look at how proud you are…” 

———- 

“Are you sure that foreign girl is living together with that Pu Yunchuan?”At this moment, outside the Pu 

Yunchuan estate, Liu Kai and his group were gathered together. The tall youth who was called over by 

Liu Kai looked into the estate in disbelief. 

“Isn’t that right?”Liu Kai sneered and said, “Don’t you see how smug that Liu Qingfang woman is these 

few days? I don’t know what she’s so smug about. It’s as if she’s a wife-in-law.” 

“Do you think that Pu Yunchuan that Kid spent money to buy it?”A man beside him asked. 

“This kind of top quality, why don’t you buy it for me to take a look?”Liu Kai rolled his eyes and said, 

“Moreover, it’s usually more difficult to buy it over there. This girl looks European at a glance…” 

“Sigh, foreign girls are all beautiful when they’re young, but they’re ugly when they’re old. Let me tell 

you…”the youngest man in the crowd said indignantly. 

“Nonsense…”the tall man patted the other man’s head. “Which girl isn’t ugly when she’s Old? What’s 

the point of being sour? By the way, Kai, why did you call us here?” 

“Yeah…”the young men around also asked curiously, “Did you call us here to be sour?” 

“Sour my ass! Of course, we’re here to pry the corner of the wall…”liu Kai sneered, “How can that Idiot 

Pu Yunchuan bite into this kind of swan meat?” 

“But we don’t know any foreign languages, and… that girl is so fierce…”the man said weakly. 

“Fierce my ass, how fierce can a woman be?”Liu Kai’s eyes revealed a fierce light. When he recalled the 

scene of him rolling on the ground after being berated a few days ago, his expression became more and 

more unsightly, that day when he went back, he was often treated as a joke by some of the elders. 

“Kai, you didn’t call us here to rob us, right?”The tall man immediately frowned. 

“What’s the matter? Are You Afraid?”Liu Kai sneered. 

“Hammer!”The tall man glared at him. “Don’t You F * cking do this. How dare you do such a thing? Do 

you really think you are a triad?” 



“What are you afraid of? We’re not doing anything. We’re just teaching Pu Yunchuan a lesson so that he 

won’t get carried away…” 

“I believe you evil…”the tall man rolled his eyes at him, his heart inexplicably some worry, Liu Kai this 

guy to do things more and more over the line, to be honest, he did not want to get involved in this, 

always feel will be dragged into the water… . . 

——– 

“Are you going to buy clothes today?”Asked Isabel as she ate her ice cream and stared at Pu Yunchuan 

with her big sapphire-blue eyes. 

Pu Yunchuan’s face twitched. If it wasn’t for the fact that he was from another world, he might have 

thought he was a fool. . . 

So… What’s the deal with this guy? 

Pu Yunchuan didn’t understand the other party’s attitude… … As a person from another world, shouldn’t 

he think of a way to return. After she had asked about the situation that day, she had been staying here 

all this while. It seemed like she didn’t mention anything about returning… … 

At this moment, Isabelle was holding an ice cream and looking at the hot pants and sweatshirt she had 

bought yesterday in front of the mirror. She looked at her curves with satisfaction… … 

When she looked in the mirror, she inadvertently looked at the mark on her hand and thought to 

herself, really… … I don’t feel anything… … 

Am I really out of control? 

Chapter 316: Isabelle -Partpart 2) ! 

 

After the golden autumn of October, it was time to bask in the Sun. Although the sunlight in City C was 

not as hot and scorching as in the middle of summer, it was very dazzling. The entire land was imprinted 

with a golden color… 

Isabelle raised her head slightly. Her ice-blue eyes were like an icy soul under the scorching sun, shining 

with a moving light. 

“Are they very dazzling? Do you want to buy a sun umbrella?”Pu Yunchuan, who rarely went shopping 

with the opposite sex, asked cautiously. 

Although it was not his first time shopping these days, he still felt quite uneasy. He had been a single dog 

for thirty years. Because of his looks, those girls in fat primary schools would not bring him along when 

they caught tadpoles. He had never thought that he would be able to turn such a big body in his life… 

 

Looking at the envious eyes of the tuba, Pu Yunchuan didn’t think it was troublesome to go shopping 

with a girl, but it was a pity. . . 



I don’t know what it’s made of… 

Isabel looked at the nervous man and smiled. “Don’t… It’s fine…”she looked at the black mark on her 

arm and murmured, “I haven’t lived like this for a long time…” 

Indeed, she hadn’t lived for a long time. The cold pressure had completely disappeared… … She couldn’t 

remember how many years it had been since she had experienced it… … 

Ever since she had displayed her extraordinary battle-qi talent and been valued by that Lord, this ice-

cold shackle had accompanied her until now. The stronger she was, the more she could feel the 

terrifying power that imprisoned her… … 

At first, she thought that the feeling of lightening her body and mind was due to the change in gravity, 

but after staying here for a few days, she was very sure that the shackles that imprisoned her really 

seemed to have disappeared… 

“Do you want to eat ice cream?”Pu Yunchuan pointed at the ice cream shop in front and asked. 

“Yes…”Isabelle nodded repeatedly. She liked the ice-cold dessert very much… … It tasted much better 

than cheese. … 

Pu Yunchuan hurriedly ran over and shouted loudly, “Two servings of ice cream…” 

The salesperson was also shocked by Pu Yunchuan’s confident look. Pu Yunchuan was pleased with 

himself. Damn it, he finally had the day to enjoy the second half-price treatment… … 

What a cute guy… 

Isabelle looked at him and smiled. was this really the guy who could force Lady Alice to break her arm 

and run away? 

“You’re living quite leisurely… my descendant…” 

Suddenly, an extremely cold voice sounded in Isabelle’s ear. Under the scorching sun, Isabelle fell into 

the ice cellar again… . . 

Sure enough… … . . Out of control or something… Or do you think too much. . . 

———— — 

“Kaizi, I advise you not to act rashly…”not far away, the tall young man frowned at Liu Kai to advise: 

“This consequence you can not afford…” 

“Don’t you annoy?”Liu Kai glared at him: “Ma de shrugs a cunt, this doesn’t even speak Chinese woman, 

how can she sue us?”? “I took a photo yesterday and looked for Qiangzi. There’s no record of that 

woman entering the country. That girl is probably from a shady background. Wouldn’t it be a waste to 

get her to enter the country illegally?”? “Are you willing to let Pu Yunchuan off with such an 

opportunity?” 

The tall man frowned and thought to himself, this guy just said that he just wanted to teach them a 

lesson. Now, after he tricked them into following him, he immediately changed his mind. ‘who knows 

what he’ll do if he really makes a move later…’. 



Then, he shook his head. “If you really want to make such a big deal, I won’t participate…” 

“If you don’t participate, then get lost…”liu Kai said impatiently, “F * ck, you’ve grown so big, you’re so 

tall…”then, he looked at his two remaining companions. “You two, are you with him or with me?” 

The two people looked at each other, seeming to be very hesitant… 

“Brother Kai… you just said that she has no entry record, is that true?”One of them asked weakly. 

“Nonsense!”Liu Kai smiled and said, “Are you really that stupid? Brother has a good life, why would you 

take such a big risk for a woman? Are you really inlaid with diamonds?” 

Seeing the two guys’restless expressions, the tall guy sighed and did not want to continue nagging. He 

sighed and said, “You guys play, I won’t accompany you…”as he said that, he turned around and walked 

out. … 

“Brother Chao, it’s fine if you don’t play, but don’t betray your brothers…”Liu Kai said faintly behind him. 

The tall Guy’s body stiffened when he heard that. Then, with a cold face, he did not reply and walked 

straight out… … 

“Cheh… Coward…”Liu Kai spat disdainfully at the man’s back. 

“Brother Kai, what should we do?”The other two men asked. 

“No rush… There are too many people here… and there are surveillance cameras…”Liu Kai smiled and 

said, “I observed them yesterday. They went back to the park at night. We should take advantage of that 

time…” 

“What do they want to do at that time?” 

While the few of them were discussing, brother Kai felt a chill in his ears. Then, a numbing sensation 

spread throughout his body. He shivered and looked back. However, he found that the beautiful woman 

who was dozens of meters away had suddenly appeared behind him… 

And… She was so beautiful! 

From such a close distance, Liu Kai could see her face clearly this time. He thought to himself, “Damn, 

who said that Western women have big pores?”? 

“You guys… are you discussing something bad?”Isabelle looked at them with a smile. 

The three of them were instantly embarrassed and could not say a word for a long time. Liu Kai thought 

to himself, “This woman can actually speak Mandarin…”. 

But thinking about it, it made sense. How many people who smuggled in could not speak foreign 

languages? 

At this moment, Isabelle was wearing hot pants and a sports shirt. Her explosive figure made everyone 

secretly swallow their saliva. Compared to the last time when she wore a blue gown, her current 

appearance was even more attractive… 



However, at this moment, with so many people around, Liu Kai naturally did not dare to act recklessly. 

He could only laugh and say, “We were just joking… Where’s brother Chuan?” 

“I don’t care about him…”Isabelle smiled and took the initiative to hold Liu Kai’s hand. “Where do you 

want to take me to play?” 

“Hiss…”Liu Kai, who was being held by Isabelle’s hand, instantly felt his blood race. So this woman was 

actually this type. He should have said so earlier. Why did he have to go through so much trouble… 

—- — 

At this moment, Pu Yunchuan, who was far away, picked up two servings of vanilla ice cream and turned 

around. When he realized that Isabelle was no longer there, he was instantly stunned. Just as he was 

wondering where she had gone… … He quickly used his ultra-wide field of vision to find Isabelle’s figure. 

When he saw Isabelle holding Liu Kai’s hand and walking out while talking and laughing, Pu Yunchuan’s 

entire body froze on the spot… . . 

———- 

New Territories: 

“Huh? Did It Work?”In the underground palace, the boy with white hair and green eyes looked at Alice 

who was soaked in the blood pool and smiled. 

“This is…”the Archmage Crisius looked at the strange blood pool with a feverish face, and his stiff body 

trembled with his own emotional excitement. 

What excited him was not Alice’s wonderful body in the blood pool, but the amazing function of the 

blood pool. 

Through the blood pool, he knew how far the space between them was, but his excellency’s magical 

pool was able to cross such an exaggerated space distance. He knew what a great power this was… 

“Can you tell me, my Lord? What kind of great creation is this?”Crixus asked excitedly. 

“Banshee’s pool…”the boy smiled at the excited crixus and said, “It’s a device that can sense space 

through bloodline. It was developed by the liches under Lord Sylvanas…” 

Lord Sylvanas? 

Crixus looked at him. It was not the first time he had heard his majesty mention this name… … 

“You should first understand the specific principles of the five-dimensional space theory before I can 

explain it to you… … No Rush, take your time … …”the child was like a wise teacher, comforting the old 

man who was full of curiosity, “To seek knowledge, one must take one step at a time… …” 

“Yes, my Lord!” 

Chapter 317: the purpose of the mastermind… 

 



“Isabelle…”in the mansion, Rox had brought back the records of the Empire regarding Isabelle at the 

request of Rain Girl Wugua. At this moment, rain girl Wugua was getting more and more shocked by the 

information that Rox had brought back… … 

According to the records, Isabelle was the descendant of 15 generations of Alice. Her bloodline was so 

thin that it could not even be verified. When she applied for the Knight Academy, she did not even apply 

for the empire’s preferential treatment for the descendants of heroes… She could only start the 

selection from the basic level as a good son… … 

However, she displayed amazing talent in the competition. After that, she received the full tuition 

support from the Gus family. 35 years ago, she graduated with the fourth place in the entire history and 

joined the army in the north. 

32 years ago, she defeated the orc strategic point in the Howling Wind Valley in the north together with 

the Knight Army of the Hall family. She removed the nail in the northwest position, gained first-class 

military merits, and was promoted to the rank of Centurion. 

 

Twenty-five years ago, in the Defense Battle of the Black Coast where Hermione clan was located, she 

was assigned to Brun Island in the Black Coast to provide support. When all the soldiers of the empire 

collapsed, she surrounded the rear and attacked the main headquarters of the enemy army, she killed 

the black priest of the Northern Murloc and Beastman Judicial Qi clan in that battle, which caused chaos 

in the front and allowed the empire to successfully counterattack. Once again, she obtained first-class 

military merits, and was directly received and thanked by the head of Hermione clan, he was 

recommended to the general of his family empire, Hall. He was the commander of the army under the 

banner of Regis… 

Twenty years ago, at the front of the Northern line, when General Hall. Regis had died in battle, he led 

Regis’old troops in a guerilla war in the land of shallow darkness, constantly riling up the enemy’s rear. 

In the end, he successfully trained himself to become a gold knight and killed the Orc warrior who 

defeated Regis at that time, they successfully took back the strategic points that Richith had lost… 

After a series of records, their resumes could be said to be extremely beautiful… “…”. When Rox was 

flipping through the information, he kept praising the other party as a heroine. She had the heroic 

bearing of Alice when she was still alive. However, rainy girl, WUGUA, who was beside him, looked more 

and more solemn. 

Rox was stunned for a moment when he saw this. Then, he asked carefully, “Is there anything wrong?” 

“It’s really a little like the protagonist’s growth diary…” 

“Huh?” 

Rainwoman wugua sighed, “Marshal, haven’t you noticed that every time this woman rises up, she 

always fights back defensively? “Every time she’s transferred to a location, it seems to be the main 

attack location of the Beast Race. Moreover, every time the beast race has a significant advantage in the 

early stages, the key is that every time her geographical location happens to be a place that is not 



affected by the first wave of direct attacks, and every time after the incident, it can help the empire 

regain its footing…”. “…” 

“What do you mean?”ROX’s expression changed! 

Raingirl looked at him, “Once or twice is a coincidence. After so many times, can’t you see anything?” 

“Are you trying to say that Isabelle is communicating with the orcs?”Rox’s face was livid. “How is that 

possible? “And why did the orcs help her? “As you can see, every time the orcs spend a lot of manpower 

to fight, they are always beaten back. Every time, they lose a lot of manpower. Why would the orcs 

spend so much money to help her put on this show?” 

“My Lord, please take a look at this relationship map…”rainless took out a map, she drew a line with a 

quill pen and said, “In the places where Isabelle takes turns, most of the local nobles who guard the land 

have been replaced because of the heavy losses caused by the sneak attacks. The people who replaced 

them…” 

As she spoke, rain girl took out a piece of white paper and wrote on it, “First, it was the hall family of the 

Black Coast. After the family suffered heavy losses, the Guth family was the one who replaced them. 

After that, it was the frost city where the Landy family was located in the north, and the Lannister family 

was the one who replaced them. The Lannister family and the Guth family have been in-laws for 

generations. In the Iron Valley City, the left-corner capital of the empire, the Lannister family and the 

Guth family were in-laws. After Isabelle stayed there for a period of time, they were attacked by the 

Blackrock tribe. As a result, the Lannister family that was stationed there suffered heavy losses and 

retreated, and the Liwell family was the one who replaced them.” 

“The Liwell family has nothing to do with the Gus family, right?”Rox asked with a frown. 

“But it has something to do with the Lannister family. The mother of the current head of the family is a 

member of the Lannister family. Before the new Duke took office, she had been in charge of the Liwell 

family for more than twenty years…”raingirl, WUGUA, said calmly. 

Rox:”…” 

“Then, I carefully looked at the relationship between the families around the empire…”rainless melon 

said as she drew circles in many cities on the map. “These cities are more or less related to the sphere of 

influence of the Gus family…” 

Rox looked over and immediately broke out in cold sweat. Under rainless Melon’s drawing, the empire 

was actually surrounded… 

“And the most important thing is…”. Rain girl pointed at red dragon city and said, “Isabel suddenly 

applied for retirement when she was in her prime, and she chose the throat of Red Dragon City. Sir, I 

don’t know much about military affairs. Look, if these families are really connected, it will take a few 

days to conquer the imperial city “? Will the border army be able to come back in time?” 

Rox:”…” 

“These… are just guesses, right?”Rox said gloomily after calming himself down … But it was obvious that 

his aura was much weaker. 



If what the woman in front of him said was true, it would be a huge matter… … 

“Of course it’s just guesses…”rainless melon rubbed her head, and there were still some loopholes in her 

guesses. 

First of all, why did the orcs cooperate with them? Could it be that this guy who set up a scheme in the 

dark could still control the orcs? Did he need to go through so much trouble to have this ability. If he 

directly became a spy, the orcs would have long taken down the imperial capital… 

Or… . . Actually, the orcs were the same as this side, shadow stream only secretly controlled a portion of 

the upper echelons of the orcs? 

Cooperating with Isabel in these few waves was actually the person behind the scenes shuffling the 

upper echelons of the orcs? 

That was more likely… … It was just that there was too little information, so it was hard to be sure… … 

Thinking of this, rain girl had no idea if she should ask the liege to send some people to the northern 

orcs to gather information… 

In any case, she should send the information to the Liege first… … 

.. 

On the other side, Seer was trying hard to regain the throne, but his bad record in the past few days had 

caused him to become a little irritable recently… He was currently in the form of a Zouan Madman, 

spitting at his teammates. … 

Order up… did you not join the team to paste tiles in the canyon? 

The difference between you and a small soldier was that you could type. Today, I wanted to scold you, 

so I did not scold you… 

Did Ad’s bullet jam? Can’t you take it out. Look at your positioning. If you sprinkle a handful of rice on 

the keyboard, even a chicken’s positioning would be better than yours… 

Are you playing wild? Are you playing wechat in the wild? 

“Lord!”Just as seer was typing furiously, the system came over unwittingly. “Rainmaiden WUGUA sent 

an intelligence map. I personally suggest that you take a look…” 

“When can I not take a look at the intelligence? Wait for this lord to scold this bunch of dogs for two 

minutes. F * ck, if I can go over the internet and beat them up, I’ll see if I can beat them to death!” 

System: “At your level, there’s a high chance that you’ll be pinned to the ground and beaten up. You 

should read the information. It’s very important. According to Rainmaiden’s guesses, the Empire will 

probably be finished in three months…” 

“Eh? No Way…”seer immediately uploaded rainmaiden’s guesses onto the map. After reading the 

information, he immediately frowned. 



Drizzle cut melon’s speculation was quite detailed, but there was a big problem. Shadow stream was 

backed by the undead. As far as he knew, the undead invasion shouldn’t be carried out this way… 

Wait a minute… 

Suddenly, Seer looked at the entire map in shock… 

“Enlarge the map and connect drizzle cut melon’s beautiful map with a line…” 

The system immediately followed suit, not understanding what the Lord was trying to do… 

“This is…”after connecting the lines, the system seemed to understand something, and a shocked 

expression appeared on Seer’s face! 

Chapter 318: The map of the Black Goat 

 

“My Lord…”at this moment… In the distant starry sky, a space ship that was comparable to a luxurious 

city brought countless battleships and maintained an extremely strict formation as they flew through 

the universe… … 

At this moment, in the command room of the space ship, a flower spirit with seaweed-like green hair 

walked into the command room and reported the schedule respectfully. 

“We have arrived at the new space station reception point. This is the territory of Lord Jill, the god Lord. 

The other party is willing to replenish the resources we need, but the price is 500 million God coins, 

which is almost double the market price…”. The flower spirit’s face was filled with anger and 

dissatisfaction when she said this. 

“Jill?”The god Lord seated at the head of the command room was obviously the god Lord who had used 

the space law to rescue the leader of the Beast Race’s Gale Division from Seer’s hands. 

 

At this moment, his slender fingers rubbed against his sexy chin as he looked outside at the information 

his subordinate had reported on Jill’s faction. 

A level-14 lord with 30 administrative stars, over 1,200 mineral stars, a level-7 civilization, and a high-

level lord in the field of machinery… “…”. The main race that he nurtured was the Nils Dwarves, a heroic 

race that was proficient in machinery, forging, and combat. 

After reading the information, the Liege smiled. “No wonder he dared to ask so much…”after pausing for 

a moment, he raised his hand and said, “Pay him and tell him to prepare the materials immediately. 

Don’t cut corners, or you’ll have to bear the consequences!” 

“Liege…”the flower spirit seemed to be hesitant. Apparently, she was unwilling to be extorted like this… 

“Silly child…”the liege seemed to dote on the flower spirit in front of him as he said with a smile, “They 

saw that we were in a hurry and bet that we wouldn’t waste our time with them. That’s why they 

demanded so much.” 



“That’s why my liege is in such a hurry?”The flower spirit immediately complained, “Although we have 

to go around the official route, we won’t be so short on resources. If you go like this, won’t you tell the 

people around us that we’re in a hurry to kill us?” 

“You little girl… do you think I want to?”The Liege knocked her head in amusement. “But I can’t afford to 

drag it out… this time, our opponent can’t have enough time to prepare…” 

“Why?”The flower spirit covered her head and said aggrievedly, “Even if the person you said is there, it’s 

just an Aboriginal planet. What can he do in such a short time? How can he block an armed force of our 

level?” 

“That’s hard to say…”the liege narrowed his eyes when he heard that, an extremely complicated 

expression flashed across his eyes. “That senior used to be the Great Liege of the biological civilization of 

the Northern Star Field. Even before he obtained that thing, he was still a figure of the Northern Star 

Field…”. “…”. We can’t let our guard down against such a figure… “…” 

Pausing for a moment, he continued, “Moreover, the lords of the biological civilization are different 

from the other types. Gods like them are best at quickly producing powerful biological weapons…”. “…”. 

Among the many types of lords, the type that could gather their weapons in a short period of time was 

his type. He absolutely could not be given extra time to develop his forces. If he were to take the official 

route, he would need to spend another ten years, ten years… . We’ll be there by then. It’s hard to say… 

.” 

“is it that good…”the flower spirit glanced at the mouth… 

“You will know whether it is powerful or not when we meet…”the Lord said with a smile. A trace of 

complicated recollection flashed through his eyes as if he was recalling something… . . 

———— 

“Lord, are we really going to let them go like this?”On a golden administrative planet not far from the 

space station, a muscular man, the dwarf with a valiant aura asked the lord who was observing the 

projection of the space station. 

That Lord was clearly Lord Jill according to the information just now. 

“What else do you want?”Jill was obviously shorter and sturdier than the Lord from before. Upon closer 

inspection, one could see that he also had the bloodline of a dwarf in his body. He grinned and said, 

“Don’t tell me you want to eat them up?” 

The dwarf smiled and said, “We can try our newest magic machine troop. I think it’s very likely to defeat 

them!” 

“Just make trouble…”. Jill rolled her eyes and said, “This guy is not easy to deal with. To be honest, I hate 

fighting against lords who are mainly from the arcane civilization.” … “Moreover, the level-14 

information of the other party was updated 400,000 years ago. Do you really think that the other party 

hasn’t made any progress?” 

“What a coward!”The dwarf said disdainfully. 



Jill rolled her eyes and directly ignored the dwarf, meanwhile, a woman dressed in a dark blue suit 

suddenly opened her mouth and said, “According to the information, the other party is the lord of the 

Northern Star Field. It must be very beneficial for her to cross such a long distance, right?” 

This woman was dressed in a dark blue suit and had two antennae. Obviously, she was a very popular 

spirit insect clan in the federation. With their super powerful brain processing abilities, their status was 

somewhat similar to the developers under seer. Both of them had extremely powerful research and 

development abilities as well as the ability to deal with things… … 

“That’s not our business…”Jill yawned and said, “Since they are searching for something so far away, it’s 

naturally extremely important. If you dare to spy on that, then you’re really looking for trouble…” 

After a short pause, she continued, “Don’t look at how they pay so readily, as if they are being 

obediently slaughtered by us. That’s because we haven’t touched their bottom line. If you think that 

they really don’t have a temper, then you’re probably overthinking it. You have to know… . Lords who 

mix up in the northern quadrant with all the crazies, they’re not exactly the most forgiving… .” 

——– — 

The map of the Black Goat! 

“How can there be such a Thing?”In the base, after the intelligence connected the points marked on the 

map into a line, seer instantly turned off the game that was still fighting with people and carefully 

looked at the map… … 

From the map’s connection, it was indeed half a ritual map, and the other half should be on the 

northern Beastmen’s side… … 

Just as rainy girl had guessed, the northern beastmen seemed to have been invaded by shadow stream, 

but that wasn’t the main point. The main point was this ritual map… 

The ritual of life, the map of the Black Goat, a level 12 law ritual. It was a method commonly used by 

biological god Lords to invade, and it was one of the most classic methods used by the fourth Lord, 

Sylvanas’faction, it could quickly use the flesh and blood of living creatures to create a powerful 

biological training ground. From there, it could quickly evolve into a batch of high-level biological 

weapons! 

The equation was extremely complicated, and it needed to be calculated according to the local life level, 

Gaia level, and the content of space elements, it required an extremely high level of arcane magic, 

undead domain, biological domain, and other comprehensive civilizations to have extremely 

sophisticated equipment in order to create such a blueprint. 

In Seer’s impression, only a level-10 lord or above had the ability to organize the map of the Black Goat, 

whether it was the requirements of a civilization or the power of their own laws… … 

“You must be joking…”Seer was suddenly shocked. The mastermind behind Shadow Stream, the guy 

who walked out of the world of the undead, was actually a high-level God? 

Chapter 319: imminent danger! 

 



“Lord Marshal, where are We Going?”On a bumpy road, a handsome knight asked Rox curiously. 

The young knight was very handsome, filled with the valiant aura that a knight should have. If one 

looked carefully, they would find that he looked somewhat familiar, similar to Joseph, the empire’s 

Sword of dawn. Tedamir was 70-80% similar. 

He was the eldest son of Old Joseph, one of the leading figures of the younger generation of knights in 

the Empire: Galen. Tedamir. 

As the successor of the Sword of Dawn, Galen was extremely famous among the younger generation, 

and his aptitude did not disappoint. He was only 30 years old, but he had already crossed the threshold 

of a Gold Knight, becoming a rare young general in history! 

 

“To visit an old friend…”Rox smiled and pointed forward. 

“An old friend?”Gallen was slightly stunned. He followed the other party’s finger and looked over. He 

saw a manor faintly in front of him in the fog. Not only did he think, “There are people living here?”? 

The imperial city belonged to the valley. The climate of the surrounding forest was not good. The air was 

cold and humid. Very few nobles would build a manor in the suburbs. 

The two of them rode forward. When they reached the gate of the manor, Rox gestured for him to 

dismount. The gate of the manor was not closed. The two of them walked straight in. 

There was no one to take care of it on the way, but Galen could still see clearly that the entire manor’s 

flowers and plants were taken care of very well. It was obvious that someone had meditated and 

trimmed it. It did not look like an abandoned manor. 

“Marshal, who exactly lives here?”Galen asked curiously. 

“First of all, pay attention to how you address Galen. I’m no longer the Empire’s marshal…”Rox shook his 

head and said. 

“No, Sir Marshal!”Galen shook his head firmly. “The marshal is only a position to the outside world, but 

to us, you are synonymous with the marshal. In this aspect, there is no one who can do it better than 

you…” 

“Who said that?”Just as Galen finished his sentence, an indignant voice suddenly came from the foggy 

front. “I didn’t even say anything. Who does he think he is?” 

Galen was stunned. He did not expect that there would be someone in the empire who would speak so 

rudely to Sir Rox. 

He frowned and was about to scold that rude person when Rox stepped forward and smiled. “It has 

been a long time, Sir Swein!” 

This title stunned Galen, who was about to refute the other party. Lord Sweyne? 

Someone who could make Rox call him ‘Lord’and ‘Sweyne’… ! A resounding figure instantly appeared in 

Galen’s mind! 



Empire’s Ghost Fox: Marshal Sweyne! ! 

In history, if Rox was the one who was closest to the legendary heroes under the second-generation 

emperor, the one who was closest to the reputation of the founding marshal was this Marshal Sweyne. 

It was he who led the army 300 years ago and fought countless incredible legendary battles, forcefully 

forcing the northern beastmen out of the valley of black wind, this was an expert of a generation who 

had almost driven the hammer of destruction tribe out of the northern plains. 

He was a military expert who was acknowledged to be the closest to the first-generation emperor in the 

history of the empire. Countless battles under his command had been used as classic materials in the 

military academy to teach the new generation of commanders. 

He was still alive? 

Galen looked over excitedly, but when he saw who it was, he was stunned again… … 

The old man in front of him was wearing a plain linen coat. He looked as skinny as a monkey and was 

covered in mud. He looked like an old farmer who had just finished his farm work… He looked very 

different from the first military master he believed in. 

“Hey, you…”Rox was speechless when he saw the dirty look on Rox’s face. He sighed, “Can’t you hire 

some people to do this? Do you have to do it yourself?” 

“How can those rough gardeners have my skills? I can’t bear to let them play with my treasures. Many of 

them are top-notch…” 

“Yes, yes, yes…”Rox shook his head in amusement, this old friend of his loved to collect expensive 

flowers and plants all his life. He would not hesitate to spend thousands of gold coins on some rare 

species. He felt as if he had spent his entire life’s assets on them, however, he was a loner. The nobles 

bought these to show off. He spent so much effort on the entire manor, but it was deserted. What was 

the meaning of that? 

“Are you really… Marshal Swain?”Galen asked in a daze. 

“This brat is really like his father!”Swain rolled his eyes at him. 

“Right, Hahaha!”Rox laughed. 

Hearing the conversation between the two, Galen finally believed that the person in front of him was a 

true God. His father seemed to have been taught by this person when he was young. 

But didn’t he pass away fifty years ago? Why did he live in seclusion here? 

“I came here to look for you for business…”Rox suddenly became a little serious. 

“Ha… since when do you have the time to think about business?”Swain rolled his eyes at him and then 

looked at Galen. “But why did you bring this child?” 

“Joseph’s life and death are unknown. This child is the hope of the next generation of his Tamil family. I 

came here to ask for your opinion and to entrust this child to you…” 



“You’re already using the word ‘entrust’. Are you going to risk your life?”Swain glanced at him and then 

looked at Galen who had an inexplicable expression. He sighed. “Wait for me in the living room. I’ll go 

and change my clothes…” 

When he had gone far away, Gallen looked at Rox in confusion and said, “Marshal, what do you mean?” 

“I’ll explain later… Let’s go inside…”sighed Rox. 

———- — 

At the same time, Rain Woman Wu Guagua was in Marshal Rox’s study flipping through information 

about the Gus family, which was an ancient family with a long history and had been following since the 

beginning of the emperor’s pioneering era a thousand years ago, it was the first choice for the Prime 

Minister of the Empire. In the past thousand years, this family had produced nine prime ministers and 

seven finance ministers. 

However, the strange thing was that this family, as a thousand-year-old wealthy family, had never 

nurtured a direct line of knights or mages. Their vast wealth was often used to invest in outsiders. This 

was very strange. 

Just as she was thinking about it, Seer’s video request suddenly came from the system… 

Rainless melon frowned and opened the video. As she browsed through the information, she asked, 

“Lord, what’s the matter?” 

“Give up the quest and come back immediately!”Seer said directly! 

“Eh? You’re joking, right?”Rainless melon was stunned. She had spent so much effort and laid out such a 

big plan. Now, she was told to give up the quest and come back as soon as possible? 

“It’s an emergency, there’s no time to explain…”xi ye said anxiously, “Immediately withdraw all the 

players and withdraw from the imperial city. Return to the base first. The situation there is not 

something you can control…” 

Rainless melon paused for a moment, lowered her head, and hesitated for a few seconds before she 

immediately nodded and said, “Okay!” 

Although she did not know what was going on, she was sure that Xi Ye would not exaggerate. This black-

hearted boss wished that she could work for him 24 hours a day. If it were not for the big situation, he 

would never have said that he would give up the mission like this… … 

She did not waste any time thinking about it. She opened the teleportation device and was about to 

return to the base, but in an instant, the teleportation light suddenly disappeared… … 

Rainy Girl, Wugua, was stunned… … Then, she stood up abruptly and looked at seer… 

Seer’s helmet was also extremely gloomy… 

The transmission… was blocked! ! 

Chapter 320: Rox’s plan 



 

“The Gus Family?”About 15 minutes later, on the cherry wood sofa in the manor’s living room, Swain 

leaned against the table and chair and narrowed his eyes. “Did that little widow Morando deduce all of 

this?” 

“Watch your words, Old Man…”Rox rolled his eyes at him. “How Old Are You? You still sound like the 

ruffian you used to be.” 

“TSK, I’ve always been like this. Didn’t you dislike me in the past? Now you look like you’ve been 

stepped on. What’s wrong? Are you interested in that widow?” 

“Shut up! !”Rox’s face turned red. He looked at the stunned Galen and coughed lightly. “What do you 

think of her statement?” 

 

“There’s a big loophole…”. Swain drank his tea and said slowly, “But it’s not impossible … … Do you still 

remember the final battle of the King ? Before the final battle between the king and the chief of the 

Hammer of destruction, the Gus family was attacked by assassins.” 

The King was attacked? Which King? Galen was stunned as he thought about it. 

Rox’s face darkened when he heard this. He naturally knew which King the other party was talking 

about. In this guy’s eyes, he would not treat the useless king in his seat as the King! 

Rox said, “I’m telling the truth. Even though I suspected there was a mole, I never thought that it would 

be the Gus family. That family…” 

Gus Family? 

Galen was dumbfounded. He did not expect to hear one secret after another that made his jaw drop. He 

thought that he was accompanying Rox to relax. 

The former Marshal of the Empire, the first generation war god, the Ghost Fox, was still alive. The 

previous emperor, who was known to have the most military merits other than the second generation 

martial emperor, had actually died in a murder? The most important thing was that the two big shots 

were still suspecting the Gus clan! 

The Gus clan, the lineage of the previous prime ministers. Wasn’t this a little too crazy? 

“I actually had my suspicions back then…”. Swain sighed. “Due to a genetic disease, the Gus clan’s 

descendants are all very weak. They can not practice martial arts and it is very difficult for them to 

become a mage. Therefore, in terms of intelligence and order control, this clan can be considered to be 

the best of all the clans in the empire “…”. To be able to assassinate the king within the Gus family and 

not find any clues after that, other than the cooperation of the Gus family, there is really no other 

reason… “…” 

Rox lowered his head when he heard that. The other party was right. Due to the genetic disease, the Gus 

family could not train illegitimate children to be their private military force like other nobles. All the 



military force was hired by outsiders in order to ensure safety.., the Gus family was quite meticulous 

when it came to order and information. 

To be able to plan such an assassination operation within the Gus family without leaving any clues 

behind, it was not like he had not suspected it at that time… 

But… 

“Since you suspected it, why didn’t you say anything at that time?”Rox asked with a frown. 

“I can’t think of a motive…”. Swain sighed and poured a cup of black tea for him. “In the empire, no 

family is more favored than them. For a thousand years, a family that can’t produce knights and mages 

has been honored for so long. which force would give them so many benefits?” 

Rox nodded. In this world, it was very difficult for a family of purely civil officials to last long. After all, 

this was an extraordinary world. In the countries in the Western archipelago, no matter how high one’s 

political talent was, it was still difficult for a family to stand out. If the family did not have a great mage 

in charge, it would be very difficult for them to stand out. The Gus family was a miracle. Even in the steel 

arms empire, there would never be a second example… 

Under such circumstances, what kind of benefits would make them betray the Empire? 

Swain pointed at the map and said, “That little widow’s speculation is a big picture. The contradiction is 

that the Gus family is not a superplayer, and they do not have the ability. A family without a strong 

person would not be able to control other ambitious partners. But if they are not the ones in charge, 

then what is the meaning of betrayal? “In the empire, their family’s status is already high enough. If they 

didn’t reach the top, what else could they pursue?” 

Rox lowered his head silently. If it was before, he might have been convinced by Rox’s words, but now… 

… 

“What if… someone can solve the genetic disease of the Gus Family?” 

“What?”Swain was shocked and almost subconsciously denied, “How is that possible?” 

Every generation of the Gus family would invest a large amount of money to those alchemists in order 

to find a solution to their bloodline disease, even the Guardians of the Tower of mysteries had 

personally investigated their family’s disease, but they could not find a solution. 

This was something that the world acknowledged could not be solved. 

“It’s not impossible for an organization to make dead heroes come back to life and work for them…”Rox 

said faintly. 

Swain was stunned for a moment, then he smiled and said, “I’ve heard that you’re going to ask people 

to open the coffin of the Tower of glory. You’re really daring…” 

“You don’t believe my story either?”Rox looked at him and said. 

“It seems that you’re serious…”Swain sighed and shook his head. “To be honest, if you didn’t say that, I 

might have directly driven them away with a stick!” 



“But if I follow my guess, wouldn’t the logic be completely clear?”Rox said faintly. 

Swain immediately fell silent. 

Indeed, if there was any benefit that could make the Gus family betray them, it would be a very 

important motive to solve his family’s bloodline disease… … 

With the huge wealth of their family, if they could solve this disease, how many outstanding knights and 

Mages wouldn’t be able to be nurtured? 

In the end, who would want to be ordinary if they could become an extraordinary family? 

“You came to me because you want me to agree with your crazy idea?”Swain asked curiously. 

“I came to you because I want to consult…”Rox pointed at the cities on the map and said, “If my crazy 

guess is true, how do you think we can get out of this predicament?” 

“It’s very difficult…”Swein looked at the map and shook his head. “Once this encirclement is launched, 

with the military strength of the imperial capital, it will be very difficult to drag the border troops back to 

help. If you want to win, you can only transfer the border troops ahead of time…” 

At this point, Swein paused for a moment, then looked at the other party and said, “You Fellow, so you 

came here today to drag me down with you?” 

“I have no other choice…”Rox muttered with a bitter smile, “I can only rely on you, Old Man! In this 

empire, there’s no need for a Commander Seal to persuade the border army. Besides me, there’s only 

you…” 

“The key is how long can you last?” 

“Ten Days…”Rox said with a bitter smile, “If they start to make trouble, at most ten days!” 

“ten days?”Swain rolled his eyes.”In ten days, the border troops won’t even make it halfway. . . 

“There’s no way… . “Rox smiled bitterly and spread his hands: “Even the Red Dragon City is under the 

control of the other side, ten days I was optimistic about it… At this point he said gravely, “It’s all up to 

you, Old Chap, and if I don’t make it, you’ll be the only one who can save the Empire from the shadow 

stream ” 


